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Abstract: The united nations educational, scientific and cultural organization (UNESCO) considers
the historic urban landscapes as the world heritages. Managing historic city centers and maintaining
historic cores are the emerging challenges for sustainable urban planning. Today, the historic cores
form an important part of the economic, social, environmental, and physical assets and capacities
of contemporary cities, and play a strategic role in their development. One of the most important
approaches to the development of central textures, especially in historical and cultural cities, is the
sustainable urban regeneration approach, which encompasses all aspects of sustainability, such as the
economic, social, cultural and environmental aspects. To maintain sustainability and regeneration
of historic cores of cities, it is necessary to provide insight into the underlying characteristics of
the local urbanization. Furthermore, the fundamental assets are to be investigated as indicators of
sustainable regeneration and drivers of urban development. In the meantime, a variety of research
and experience has taken place around the world, all of which has provided different criteria and
indicators for the development of strategies for the historic cores of cities. The present study, through
a meta-analytic and survey method, analyzing the experience and research reported in 139 theoretical
and empirical papers in the last twenty years, seeks to provide a comprehensive conceptual model
taking into account the criteria and indices of sustainable regeneration in historic cores of cities.
The quality of the survey has been ensured using the preferred reporting items for systematic reviews
and meta-analysis (PRISMA).

Keywords: state-of-the-art; sustainable development; sustainable regeneration; sustainable urban
development; urban cores; historic core of cities; survey; smart cities; sustainable architecture;
sustainable cities; PRISMA; sustainable development goals (SDGs); literature review; suburbanized
core cities

1. Introduction

Historic cores having various layers formed throughout history are one of the social, cultural,
and economic assets of cities. These spaces are of great importance due to their identity and assets in
line with the strategic development of cities. Historic cores of cities are not only the embodiment of
cultural heritage, also known as the identity of cities, but are also considered an important source of
and opportunity for dynamicity in the urban economy, marketing, and tourism [1–3]. In other words,
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historic cores of cities are one of the most essential indicators for the sustainable physical, economic,
and socio-cultural development of cities [4,5]. Today, new urban developments have started to threaten
the identity of these areas and have caused the process of decay and deterioration of these valuable
urban textures [6–8]. Roberts (2000) considers the main reasons for the decline in urban areas to be
due to three factors: de-industrialization, globalization, and adaptation of new economic activities to
the body and space. To maintain a gradual and comprehensive change in cities, such as regeneration
of an area, the tangible identity perceived by local stakeholders needs to be on the agenda of urban
planning policies [9]. For example, in regeneration of the historical urban core of Doha, Qatar, we are
witnessing the disappearance of the unique identity and character of this area, such that in the last
two decades, about 150 high-rise towers have grown like mushrooms in this area [10]. Likewise,
in the Mapuche regeneration project in Chile, due to extensive physical intervention and the loss of
physical and social identity, no positive effect on the residents has been created, and the sense of place
in the area has been changed, leading them to leave the area [11]. In the Kurdistan region in Iraq,
also in the process of urban development, physical interventions have had a negative impact on the
region’s identity [12]. In order to prevent the negative effects of quantitative developments and the
globalization of cities, preserving the identity dimensions of historic cores of cities and regenerating
them to adapt to the changes ahead is one of the most important strategies in this regard [13,14].
In line with this, the use of sustainable urban regeneration, as a comprehensive approach involving all
stakeholders and influential agents, can play an important role [15,16]. Urban regeneration is a research,
general policy-making, and practical context that includes elements of urban planning, housing,
transportation/infrastructure, economics, urban design, urban tourism, community development,
sustainability, and cultural studies [17,18]. In other words, urban regeneration as a comprehensive and
structural measure leads to reconstruction of residential, commercial, or open urban spaces with regard
to social and cultural values that improves the economic, physical, and environmental conditions
of the target areas [19–23]. Sustainable regeneration of historic cores focuses on initiatives such as
employment, education, housing renovation, urban center renewal, community health, and crime
prevention projects in order to improve the quality of life of local people [7,24–26]. It can be concluded
that cities, in order to achieve comprehensive development, consider the interaction between urban
regeneration, economic, social, and physical development in historic cores of cities as the beating heart
of the city [21]. The sustainable urban regeneration approach was not widely used from the 1960s to
the early 1980s [17], and it has entered the area of urbanization since the late 1990s, being followed
by various definitions and keywords. Since its emergence, many researchers have explained the
dimensions and principles of it and have defined strategies to implement and realize this concept.
The present study aims to study existing research and experiences, to, while exploring the concepts of
urban regeneration and proposed dimensions and models, present a comprehensive conceptual model
as the basis for further research and experience in the area of development of historic cores of cities,
with an emphasis on urban regeneration. In the research process, first the articles and experiences
related to urban regeneration and revitalization in the last two decades are introduced and categorized
based on the year of publication, as being experimental or theoretical, and as being quantitative or
qualitative in terms of research method. Then, various definitions of historical urban cores are provided,
and then, in the literature review section, the definitions of urban regeneration and revitalization, their
dimensions and components, and their attitudes and changes over the past two decades are addressed.
In the analysis section, each section is analyzed separately and the views related to urban regeneration
and revitalization are examined respectively in the economic, physical, social, and cultural fields,
during which the approaches, strategies, policies, and consequences of each of the above attitudes
in the process of development of historical cores are discussed. Finally, in the discussion section,
the conditions, effects, and consequences of the approaches and attitudes related to urban regeneration
and revitalization are examined and these approaches and attitudes are summarized in the form of a
special graph.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Searching for a Strategy for a Systematic Review of the Literature

In order to achieve the main goal of the present study, a systematic review of the literature
based on PRISMA methods was conducted. Figure 1 shows the method and the steps taken to create
a database of all relevant published documents that have focused on urban regeneration models.
The research method of the study is applied in terms of purpose and meta-analytical in terms of
method. The meta-analysis method is the art of combining studies and analyses, and it is defined
as the combination of results of independent studies in order to integrate their findings [27]. In the
present study, by analyzing, comparing, and summarizing the keywords used, literature and concepts
on the regeneration of historical urban cores are reviewed. In a systematic review, topics such as types
of researcher collaborations, research methods of studies, analysis units of studies, variables used,
and theoretical models of studies are discussed. The first step was to identify the largest number
of articles published in the joint field of urban regeneration and historical urban cores. In order to
achieve the desired goals, the articles published in a period of 19 years were categorized according to
year of publication, and case studies were reviewed based on their related continents and countries.
For subject-based analysis, the approach of each article was analyzed and evaluated separately. Finally,
through the conducted reviews, the indicators affecting regeneration of historical urban cores were
examined and evaluated based on their approach and time period and geographical and regional
characteristics. This method, through analysis of models and experiences of regeneration in different
countries, can enable a process for the development and creation of visions for the development of
historical urban cores.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 4 of 22 
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the research methodology.

In the present study, by analyzing, comparing and summarizing the keywords used, the literature
and concepts of regeneration of historic cores of cities are reviewed. In the systematic review,
issues such as types of research collaboration, research methods, papers’ analysis units, variables used,
and theoretical models of papers are addressed [28]. To achieve these goals, the articles published in a
19-year period were categorized by year of publication; and the case study articles were reviewed by
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their continents and countries. To analyze in terms of subject, each article’s approach was analyzed and
evaluated separately. Finally, through the investigations carried out, the indices affecting regeneration
of historic cores of cities were examined and evaluated according to their approach, time period,
and geographical and regional characteristics.

2.2. Scope of Review

In order to achieve the desired goals using the meta-analysis method, a systematic review of
articles and scientific sources related to the subject of regeneration of historical urban cores was
conducted. To do this, firstly, the databases of Thomson Reuters, Web of Science (WoS), Elsevier Scopus,
ScienceDirect, Emerald Insight, and Sage Publications, which are the fundamental databases for urban
development and urban regeneration studies, are explored. Although the term sustainable regeneration
is used in the title of the study, in the research process we have tried to examine and consider various
studies and concepts related to urban revitalization terms such as renewal, rehabilitation, conservation,
redevelopment, improvement, clearance, infill development, refurbishment, restoration, reconstruction,
and renaissance. Considering the literature and experiences in this field, the time period from 2000
to 2019 was chosen to select the scientific articles and resources published in valid scientific journals.
Surveys in this area show that articles with the above keywords have been indexed on these two sites
since 1997. According to the searches, 148 scientific articles have been reviewed. The first important
point of this study is that the number of articles and authors in this subject has increased dramatically
in recent years (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Growth trend of published articles and authors between 2000 and 2019 in scientific journals.

Among 139 papers reviewed in this study, 128 were papers with an empirical approach and 11
used a theoretical approach (Table 1).

Table 1. Article classification based on type.

Classification of Articles Based on Type Number Percentage

Empirical 128 93.2%
Theoretical 11 6.8%

From a methodological point of view, the literature shows that researchers have used a variety of
quantitative, qualitative, and combinative approaches (Figure 3). Overall, 58% of the articles (81 cases)
used qualitative methods, 16% (21 cases) used quantitative methods, and, finally, 26% (37 cases) used
combinative methods for their studies (Table 2).
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Table 2. Methods used in the reviewed articles.

Classification of Articles Based on Research Method Number Percentage

Qualitative 81 58%
Quantitative 21 16%
Combinative 37 26%

In qualitative methods, data collection is based on interviews (in-depth interview, semi-structured
interview, concentrated discussion sessions), field observations, use of secondary sources (reports, books,
articles, web content, and social networks), brainstorming, or a combination of the above methods;
in quantitative methods, most of the methods are based on data collection through questionnaires.

3. Results

3.1. Definition of Historic Cores

In examining the literature on historic cores of cities and how human beings have intervened
in them, it should be noted that it took more than four decades (from the Athens Charter to the
Amsterdam Charter) to change human perceptions and intervention methods from single monuments
to the valuable and ancient cores of cities with the aim of revitalization (regeneration). Some believe
that the historic core of cities is the same historic context that was built in ancient times [29]. The historic
core of cities is recognized as the major focus of governmental, commercial, tourism, and artistic
organizations [3]. Historic cores of cities reflect the historical characteristics of cities, physical elements,
and urban patterns [30]. This unique space is considered as the physical whole of the city and contains
urban elements such as markets, office centers, residential buildings, and other elements with the
identity of ancient cities [31]. The architectural urban identity of any city is born and evolves in its
historic core, and recognition of this identity is only possible in this area of the city [32]. Historic cores
of cities are returning as large parts of a metropolis, and an urban regeneration approach aiming to
improve physical, economic, social, and cultural conditions of these areas seeks to revitalize these
regions and make them viable [33]. Historic cores or the same early centers of urban development
have a variety of urban layers, such as residential neighborhoods, business areas, office spaces, cultural
heritage, and so on, each having various potentials that can have a direct impact on the sustainable
regeneration of the historic cores of cities [34].
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3.2. Review of Literature

There are many terms for urban regeneration. Thus, the authors have used terms that have
close meanings to this term, such as urban revitalization, urban redevelopment, urban renaissance,
and urban renewal. Additionally, although the term sustainable regeneration is comprehensive and
includes the issues of urban revitalization, for emphasis, the term urban revitalization was also added
to the study title. Urban revitalization involves detailed and comprehensive insight and action that
leads to solving of urban problems and improves the economic, social, physical, and environmental
conditions of the area under change [9], and includes terms such as renewal, rehabilitation, conservation,
redevelopment, improvement, clearance, infill development, refurbishment, restoration, reconstruction,
and renaissance. Today, the term urban regeneration is widely used in studies that address economic
and social indicators in the field of regeneration [35]. However, in many studies, urban revitalization is
called urban regeneration. Urban revitalization is the context of a public policy that offers an integrated,
comprehensive, and practical perspective that leads to solving of urban issues such as economic
downturn, environmental collapse, social isolation and indolence, increasing unemployment, and some
social urban problems [36]. From the viewpoint of various scholars, regeneration of historic cores
includes physical reconstruction and revitalization of economic activities [37]. Physical regeneration
can be considered a short-term strategy and economic regeneration a deep function with a longer
time period [38]. Physical revitalization can lead to creation of an attractive public territory [39],
and old buildings together with abandoned infrastructure represent an important aesthetic, cultural,
and economic source and provide existing spaces for new activities, supporting of sustainable local
development, and regeneration processes [40]. Thus, economic indicators are also considered the
driving force for revitalization and viability of these cores [41]. According to Carta (2004), cities,
in order to achieve more comprehensive development, must consider the interaction between urban
regeneration, economic development, and private sector investment [21]. Therefore, in the long run,
economic revitalization of historic cores plays an important role in preserving and enhancing the nature
of public territories [17]. Additionally, sustainable regeneration, utilizing local assets such as social,
physical, cultural, tourism, and other forms of potential, creates capacity and is a holistic approach [42].
It can be understood that the regeneration of urban cores is a type of reuse of spatial resources and
assets and inherently reflects sustainable development thinking [36]. In fact, urban regeneration
benefiting from existing assets and local communities is one of the newest concepts in urban planning
discourse [43].

Urban regeneration instead of planning and development of new urbanism is an aspect of the
management and planning of existing urban areas [36]. Successful experiences in regeneration of
the historic cores of cities confirm the correlation between improvement of economic conditions and
preserving urban cultural heritage in these areas [43]. According to all these, historic cores of cities are
among the valuable urban areas that have various potentials, which alone play a significant role in
regeneration of cities [44]. Urban regeneration can be an effective tool for promoting sustainability
and macro-level strengthening of quality of life if the principles of encouraging participation, building
social character, promoting justice, promoting the environment, vitalization, and fostering economic
growth can be seen following it [45]. Sustainable urban regeneration is a comprehensive development
process in social, economic, environmental, physical, and cultural areas in order to improve quality of
life in target areas and neighborhoods in relation to the whole city. Sustainable urban regeneration
plays an important role as a community-based process for people achieving economic, environmental,
and social well-being through revitalization of urban texture [46]. The purpose of sustainable urban
regeneration can be examined from two general perspectives:

• Sustainable regeneration seeks to maximize tourism revenue, boost urban efficiency, improve
livelihoods, attract investors, increase cheap housing, and improve the existing infrastructure [3].
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• “Sustainable regeneration creates a positive image; it creates an image of a strong and
balanced community that is economically competitive, socially cohesive, and environmentally
sustainable” [47].

According to reviews of different sources, there are different theories about urban regeneration,
which in recent years have been influenced by the sustainable development approach. The role of
each of the economic, social, cultural, and environmental indicators in the regeneration of urban cores
is undeniable. Emergence of sustainable urban regeneration can be traced back to the late 1990s,
when urban regeneration began with a physical approach, and it gradually became clear to scholars
that such thing would not be realized without attention to economic indicators [38]. For a more
thorough examination, the evolution process of this issue can be divided into three time periods.
The first period is from 2000 to 2010, when economic and physical approaches played a major role as
the most important factors in the regeneration of historic cores of cities. In this time period, countries
such as England, the Netherlands, and France in Europe and countries such as China, Iran, and Turkey
in Asia had the highest share. However, in the second time period (2010 to 2015), cultural and social
approaches played the most important role in the regeneration of historic cores. This period of time
can be considered the turning point of urban regeneration research, as we see shifts in approaches
from purely physical research to cultural-social research that prioritizes the role of stakeholders and
influential agents. The final period (2015 to 2019) can be considered the period of boom in regeneration
of historic cores of cities because attention to urban cores as cultural heritage and the protection of
them for economic returns has played a significant role in regeneration of these areas (Figure 4).
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Over time, due to multilayered nature of the spaces at historic cores of cities, which incorporate
various functions, such as commercial, residential, tourism, etc., the role of each of sustainability
indicator has gradually become relevant in projects and studies, such that among the 148 articles
reviewed in this study over a 19-year period, 37 articles included sustainable urban regeneration
with an economic approach, and 30 included physical issues in these urban areas. In regarding the
social aspect and its role in sustainable regeneration of urban cores, it can be noted that today such
studies and projects play the most important and fundamental role; thus, the articles reviewed in the
present study include 37 articles in the social area, the highest share among the different sustainability
indicators. The environmental approach and its role in sustainable regeneration of urban cores is also
undeniable and seven articles (10%) have addressed regeneration of historic cores of cities with an
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environmental approach. A cultural approach has also has played an important role in recent years in
sustainable regeneration of urban cores, such that 32 articles include culture-led approaches.

4. Classification of Articles by Subject and Indicators

Reviewing and categorization of the articles showed that the approaches and attitudes toward
dimensions of sustainable regeneration of historic cores of cities could be divided into economy-led,
social-led, physical-led, and culture-led dimensions. The related analyses can be seen in the following.

4.1. Sustainable Regeneration of Historic Cores with an Economy-Led Approach

Although all types of regeneration approaches (physical, cultural, and social) are necessary
and complementary to enhance the viability of the historic cores of cities, the economic approach
is significantly important in this regard because one of the most important determinants of urban
regeneration feasibility is the economic power of the region seeking to return capital [36]. Any region
has unique economic characteristics that affect its regeneration ability. For example, cities having
intra-local competition have poor economic performance and are not successful in regeneration (ibid).
One of the most important goals of regeneration of historic cores of cities is to enable economic
exploitation of historic sites in such a way as to cover the costs of regeneration of these valuable
heritages and provide a return on investment for owners or investors and, ultimately, provide the
necessary revenue to meet the long-term costs of maintenance and protection of historic buildings
and textures [48]. Park believes that economy-led regeneration is achieved by improving the present
values of land and by providing financial support to investors [49]. To realize such an issue, use of
mixed uses with various functions can be a turning point in the regeneration of historic cores of
cities [50]. Elseragy (2018) views regeneration to be dependent upon changes in activities or the
introduction of new uses and introduces such action as “functional diversity” in the historic cores
of cities [43]. Sustainable urban regeneration seeks to attract a variety of economic activities and
competition among stakeholders. It therefore encourages the residents and visitors to reuse these
areas [43]. However, it is important to note that some areas that have been dependent on production
of their traditional industries do not accept infrastructures to attract modern services and advanced
activities with high technology [36]. In fact, it can be understood that employment is at the heart of
economic-led regeneration and is aimed at creating jobs and a thriving retail market [51]. Dixon (2005)
considers the contribution of retail development to cities as essential and views retail as one of the main
elements of regeneration plans [52]. Creation of local markets and retail areas in historic cores of cities
with a mix of shops, colors, traffic patterns, etc. that all represent the native culture of the region can be
introduced as the brand of the city and can have a great impact on attracting different groups of people
from local people to domestic and foreign tourists [53]. In recent decades, urban regeneration has also
supported promotion of the quality of urban space through development of retail and tourism [54].
Tourism development can also be a tool to help regeneration and economic growth, or to stimulate it
and, at the same time, promote the physical-spatial quality of historic cores so as to be able to increase
the capital to improve living standards in local communities [36,55]. However, it is also important to
note that large-scale commercial development can be dangerous for historic cores of cities because, if it
is not properly designed in the historic core, it may spread as a cancerous mass in these areas [56].

Ultimately, the economic power of the region will reinforce or inhibit the process of regeneration [36].
The point that we should attend to is that plans to reorganize worn out urban texture in the age of
globalization have focused on physical reconstruction and economic growth in order to accumulate
capital and have ignored the social dimension and social networks in these contexts [57]. This lack of
attention to the social dimension has prevented citizens from participating in these projects [58]. On the
other hand, one of the most important concerns in the regeneration of historical urban cores is how
investors behave in these projects. They see creation of changes in use in these areas as a good way to
return their capital, which in practice will lead to further decline in these areas; by applying laws such as
tax exemptions or merging public and private budgets, this trend can be controlled to some extent [59].
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However, due to the long duration of urban regeneration projects and the dependence of policies on
time, the manner of investment is affected by these factors, which in most cases causes damage to the
local economy and stops regeneration [60]. In a sample study in Gwangju, South Korea, a wrong and
unsustainable national strategy has had a negative impact on the regeneration process in the region
and has reduced its attractiveness to both domestic visitors and foreign tourists [61]. Nasser (2003)
points to the negative impact of economic indicators on the value of historical fabrics. For example,
cultural heritage turns into a product that becomes involved with the tastes of organizations and
consumers and loses its economic and social identity [62]. Additionally, the presence of investors in
historical fabrics of cities and their investment will have negative consequences, such as stopping
of local commercial activities, relocation of residents from those areas, creation of class differences,
and ultimately a negative impact on regeneration [1]. Evans believes that the regeneration approach
may not always be positive and sustainable, and, if it goes too far in one area, it can quickly lead to the
creation of single-function spaces and a sudden increase in real estate prices and rents and, in general,
in aristocracy and the destruction of the indigenous and local economy [24]. Miles and Paddison also
argue that, despite the positive cultural and economic effects of sustainable urban regeneration, paying
attention to this concept as an economic solution is a short-sighted approach, because neglecting the
economic and cultural issues in the region may lead to destruction of economic and cultural values in
the environment [63]. In her study of the components of investment and influence power as indicators
of the economic regeneration of historical fabrics, Marichela Sepe (2014) argues that urban regeneration
work requires a complex combination of actors, norms, processes, and plans in different scales, and she
suggests local economy, local participation and identity as important factors for urban regeneration
and the creation of a creative city [64]. Noon [65] and Seo [66] also believe that revitalization of
economic policies in historical fabrics should focus on goals such as prioritization of attracting domestic
capital, encouragement of self-employment, increasing of professional skills, and reduction in costs of
living. Murray [67] also emphasizes the spontaneity factor in representation of a place, and considers
predetermined guidance and design of the economic role of places a violation of the endogenous flow
of formation and regeneration of place (Figure 5).
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4.2. Sustainable Regeneration of Historic Cores of Cities with a Physical and Spatial-Led Approach

The physical-spatial environment of historic cores of cities seems to have a major impact on the
mental image and sense of belonging of stakeholders and influential agents and can be an important
driver for further investment in these regions [36]. The goals of using the physical-spatial environment
through the process of regeneration depend on local needs. In historic cores of cities, in the central
business areas (markets), the regeneration process has been largely accompanied by renovation
of downtown buildings and infrastructure (ibid). Following the increase in the existing building
and population density, sustainable urban regeneration seeks to integrate land use planning with
transportation planning in order to reduce reliance on personal cars. One of the most important
measures in this area is development of urban sidewalks for the regeneration of historic cores, especially
their commercial areas, because the quality of urban environments and urban centers is of particular
importance. In recent years, we have seen large investments in improvement of physical-spatial
conditions of historic cores of cities, such that most of these areas have pedestrian paths ending in
squares and public spaces [36]. This approach, given the sub-indicators of physical reconstruction
of space and creation of spatial integration between 2005 and 2015, is identified as one of the most
important factors in regeneration of the historic cores of cities with physical approaches.

Physical-led regeneration focuses on resolving the problems of dense cities, such that urban
regeneration as a tool to revitalize the existing urban structures, while making better use of the existing
physical structure, overcomes challenges such as urban sprawl [43]. The physical space that forms
various aspects of the urban landscape must be integrated to create a coherent mental image and a
suitable place for the activities of users and must restore their lost identity [49]. Among the other
solutions, protection and revitalization of cultural heritage in these spaces can be mentioned, which can
be examined from various perspectives. For example, between 2008 and 2015, the purpose of repairing
such spaces was to preserve integrity in the historic cores of cities so that the identity and sense of
belonging among the residents will not be destroyed. From 2015, local activities at the heart of cultural
heritage have contributed much to regeneration of the historic cores of cities. Therefore, in addition to
the physical aspect of urban design in the recreation of historic cores of cities, the identity aspects of
urban elements must also be taken into account (Figure 6).

4.3. Sustainable Regeneration of Historic Cores of Cities with a Social Approach

Although all the principles of sustainable development have been proposed in regeneration,
the dominant and latest viewpoint is the “social sustainability” debate that manifests in a sustainable
place. Some believe that social sustainability is a certainty of development, while physical,
environmental, and economic sustainability are types are goals of sustainable development and
means to achieve them. Without local social capital, there is no possibility of urban regeneration [68].
Social capital includes a group of norms, social networks, and mutual trusts that facilitate cooperation
and synergy of individuals to advance common interests [69]. From another perspective, it is a set
of relationships, interactions, and social networks that exists among individuals and social groups
and strengthens and facilitates social actions. Social capital is a collective concept and its basis can be
searched for in the behaviors, attitudes, and talents of individuals [70]; it represents a complex network
of relationships between stakeholders and influential agents that can be examined at local, regional,
and national levels [71]. Urban regeneration projects, in turn, require a participatory aspect that
includes incorporating all types of stakeholders from the initial to the final stage [42]. Social cohesion
also implies a local state and prepares an area for cooperation between government and the local
organizations [72]. Regeneration projects and programs may become a participatory activity in order
to potentially enhance social management and deliver results related to community empowerment,
thereby inviting local stakeholders to actively participate in the local regeneration process [73].
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Sustainable regeneration with a social-led approach using local knowledge and taking into account
the interests and viewpoints of different stakeholders and influential agents can be regarded as the
most important approach at the forefront of sustainable regeneration of the historic cores of cities [46].
In addition, social diversity becomes a driving force rather than an impediment [74], and it is very
important that we know different groups and pay attention to their unique requirements, and be
careful to avoid loss of social diversity [75]: without external support, including local and national
support, the process of sustainable regeneration would not be possible [71]. In examinations conducted
in various studies, the role of stakeholders is so important that nearly 70% of the studies have paid
attention to its importance, and, since 2014, we have seen a significant increase in such research, and it
has been considered the most important indicator for regeneration of historic urban cores. Thus, it can
be said that the sustainable regeneration of historic cores of cities with a social approach seeks to
create an environment that, firstly, provides the ground for return or retention of old residents and
tradespeople and, secondly, by creating environmental security and quality in these areas, provides
the ground for a diverse presence of people and tourists (Figure 7).

4.4. Sustainable Regeneration of Historic Cores of Cities with a Cultural Approach

This policy has been a comprehensive approach since the early 1980s and has continued to date,
and is a major wave that has affected urban regeneration projects across Europe [45]. The consequences
of cultural characteristics in the field of urban regeneration have become more important as of today [76].
The main features of this approach to disorganized urban textures are attention to the role of culture,
attention to how people spend leisure time, use of historical and cultural values as resources for
development, and consideration of the financial and economic benefits of urban projects by investing
in line with creating cultural and artistic and leisure time centers, such that, in addition to the return
of capital, the affected areas are also highly influenced due to creation of specific attractions for
the presence of people [45,77,78]. One of the most important indicators, such that its role has been
mentioned in half of the studies, is the debate about cultural heritage and its conservation, which has
grown significantly between 2015 and 2019. In sustainable urban regeneration, the greater the value
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given to local cultural features such as cultural heritage and place identity, the more attractive the urban
regeneration performance for locals and visitors will be [24]. Therefore, the traditional landscape of
the historic core of cities is stronger than new urban elements, and, without considering this structure,
a development plan is impossible [79]. It is important to emphasize that the role of culture in urban
regeneration goes beyond the aspects of ethnicity, traditions, and social norms which commonly
use for the social and human dimension [80]. In a broader sense, cultural heritage is the result of
human processes and activities in urban spaces, and is not a purely physical product [81], because by
performing targeted human activities, it can provide the ground for tourism development and tourism
attraction, so that by making the space dynamic and increasing the income level of stakeholders, it can
play a role as a catalyst in the sustainable regeneration of these areas, and all these features are directly
related to stakeholder training in the historic core of cities. This requires identification of the cultural
heritage, moral values, social customs, and beliefs or myths of any cultural source [82]. The historic
core of cities can also be seen as a cultural area that includes a collection of artistic facilities, institutions,
and other sustainable items, such as museums, libraries, restaurants, and retail spaces [83]. At the
same time, measures taken to improve the old texture of cities may themselves lead to decline and
destruction of historical fabrics. In many cases, the historical fabric has good apparent attractiveness,
but due to the mismatch between the services available in the area and the needs of the contemporary
era, it causes isolation, backwardness, and decline in quality of life [84]. Additionally, despite the high
importance of tourist attractions and their role in the success and development of tourism destinations,
due to lack of scientific knowledge of the indicators for evaluating touristic attractions and ranking
criteria in urban development planning, tourism destinations may be associated with deviations and
damage [85]. Butler also believes that the role of tourism in urban regeneration does not meant just
any kind of tourism, but, in fact, a sustainable tourism—a tourism that can continue indefinitely in a
certain environment and does not harm the environment humanly and physically, and which is active
to the extent that it does not harm development of other social activities and processes [86]. Pearce,
although he believes that tourism potential, can be used as an opportunity for cultural interaction,
emphasizes that the imposed inflation, costs, and over-dependence on tourism should not be neglected
as negative consequences of this industry in the process of development of cities and urban cores [87].
In addition, the economic benefits of tourism in regeneration are widely known, but the main issue is
to create a balance between costs and obtained profit. For example, cities with a strong and diverse
economic base can better attract tourism’s advantages. However, it is important to note that, as the
economic dependence of a city on this sector increases, the effects of tourism will become negative [88].
From the perspective of sustainable regeneration, attracting tourists to historical areas can have good
results, but the World Tourism Organization considers the imbalance between the number of tourists
and the number of residents a negative and deterrent factor for urban revitalization of that area [89].
Although tourism is an important economic opportunity for urban regeneration in terms of growth and
development, this activity often has negative impacts on the environment in urban textures, such as a
negative impact on the climate, increased pollution, environmental damage, and so on [90]. Although
tourists can create socio-cultural changes in societies, they may also have negative effects such as
destruction of local cultures and origins [91].

It should be noted that despite the positive effects of tourism on the culture of host communities,
it may also have negative effects on culture and traditions. In local communities, most residents
consider tourists to be alien elements in their daily lives. This may affect their culture, customs,
and traditions. Commodification of the local culture through tourism may weaken originality in the
culture and change traditions [92] (Figure 8).
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5. Discussion

The meta-analysis of research and experiences in the field of regeneration of historic cores of
cities shows a structural evolution of the concept, which has made it an important activity in any
country and has increasingly turned it into an important political goal [36]. This evolution is observed
in various dimensions, such as changes in disciplines, effective dimensions, nature, goals, processes,
actors, and scale. Accordingly, urban regeneration can be divided into three general periods: initial,
later, and future. In the first period (from 2000 to 2010), we see the emergence of the concept of
regeneration in the historic cores of cities, in which special attention has been paid to the physical and
economic conditions of these areas. During this period, urban regeneration had an instrumental nature
and acted in line with spatial-physical regeneration to provide the opportunity for stakeholders and
influential agents to return to these valuable historic urban cores [93]. As noted earlier, these areas of
cities have several functional layers, and markets and commercial spaces can be considered as the most
important and valuable functional layers of the area [53,94,95]. Therefore, researchers in this period
sought to provide contextual conceptual models by which they could improve the quality of life of
stakeholders and influential agents.

Regeneration of the historic cores of cities in the later period has been developed in various
dimensions and has shaped broader knowledge. In this period, along with physical and economic
approaches, we see the presence of a wider range of other approaches, including social and cultural
approaches and forces. This reflects a conceptual evolution and addition of new dimensions to
regeneration of the historic cores of cities [96,97]. In the present period, sustainable regeneration is
not only a tool to attract external audiences and increase the economic and cultural benefits of their
presence, but also is a tool in place planning and management [98]. Meanwhile, in addition to the
visual aspects and tangible environmental heritage, attention has been paid to environmental functions
and performances as well as the creation of spatial events relying on local and native knowledge and
assets of the historic cores of cities [99,100].

In new research in the area of sustainable regeneration of the historic cores of cities, new concepts
are emerging, including branding of these areas based on contextual assets; the role of spatial interactions
and communications; location assets; participatory processes; the role of stakeholders in regeneration
of spaces; interdisciplinary interaction; and native social models in sustainable regeneration of the
historic cores of cities (Figure 9). All of these indicate the continuance of the conceptual evolution of
sustainable urban regeneration [40,101]. The emergence of new technologies such as ICT and smart
textures has also been paid attention in this regard. Accordingly, the goals of regeneration of the
historic cores of cities are not confined to the economic, environmental, and physical dimensions of the
place, but are a comprehensive approach to all-inclusive development of cores based on social, cultural,
economic, functional, physical, and environmental contexts, such that it leads to creation of a positive
image based on the inner properties of the cores [102]. In this approach, a hierarchical view of the
sustainable regeneration of cores is needed to make it possible to achieve a uniform and homogeneous
development at all levels of space and time (Table 3).

Table 3. The evolution process of sustainable regeneration of the historic core of cities.

Sustainable Regeneration of
Historic Cores

The Initial Period of Sustainable
Regeneration

The Later Period of Sustainable
Regeneration

Future of Sustainable
Regeneration

Disciplinary area Urban development and
architecture Multidisciplinary Interdisciplinary

Effective factors Importance of physical and
economic dimensions

Importance of social and cultural
approaches

Use of all four
approaches

hierarchically
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Table 3. Cont.

Sustainable Regeneration of
Historic Cores

The Initial Period of Sustainable
Regeneration

The Later Period of Sustainable
Regeneration

Future of Sustainable
Regeneration

Nature Regeneration as a tool to
transform the physics

Sustainable regeneration as a tool
for planning and management

Sustainable regeneration
as an approach

Goal Maintaining stakeholders in
historic cores of cities Promoting quality of life Branding

Process Top-down Public participation Interactive process

Effective actors Specialists Specialists, Stakeholders
Specialists, stakeholders,

influential agents,
and creative group

Research area UK, Netherlands, Turkey, France,
Iran, China

UK, Netherlands, Turkey, France,
Iran, China, US, Canada, Hong

Kong, Qatar, Egypt
-

Underlying theme in
sustainable regeneration

Special attention to tangible
indicators

Attention to assets inside historic
cores of cities

Attention to assets inside
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6. Conclusions

Today, the global expansion of urban regeneration reflects the willingness of governments to
intervene in urban problems through policies, programs, and projects. In doing so, governments,
experts, and researchers in the field of urban regeneration face complex issues such as problem
identification, formulation of strategies and policies, and implementation and evaluation of this process.
The overall attitude of this study is a comprehensive review of urban regeneration as a holistic approach
to regeneration of the historic cores of cities. Sustainable regeneration is the result of the interaction
of four physical, economic, social, and cultural dimensions, which contribute to the regeneration the
of historic cores of cities that all regeneration strategies seek to achieve. To achieve and develop this
conceptual core, strategies need to be adopted which vary from place to place. In new approaches
to the regeneration of historic cores, emphasis is put not only on physical and tangible dimensions,
but also on the intangible dimensions of place. These strategies are in the form of attention to internal
assets of the historic cores of cities, evaluation of sustainable regeneration, stakeholder participation,
the preferences of influential agents, native and local knowledge, an increasing sense of belonging,
integrated management, and branding of the historic cores of cities along with the emergence of
new technologies. One of the most important new approaches to the sustainable regeneration of
historic cores of cities is attention to contextual conditions. In general, the highest level of sustainable
regeneration of the historic cores of cities is based on assets of these spaces, which underlines the
importance of attention to contextual dimensions. Functional features, physical characteristics, local
and seasonal retail, the possibility of stakeholder participation in sustainable regeneration, the existence
of expert stakeholders, cultural and religious events, and creative and native culture are dimensions
that should be taken into consideration and will be effective in development strategies for historic cores.

New attitudes to the sustainable regeneration of historic cores emphasize a contextual approach,
the dimensions of which vary across different urban cores and different scales. The present study
provides a dense review of definitions, dimensions, goals, research methods, and approaches to
sustainable regeneration of the historic cores of cities. Figure 8 represents the concepts related to urban
regeneration in the form of a comprehensive model. In this model, by refining the concepts extracted
from research, different dimensions of sustainable regeneration were classified and provided in the
form of various sections, such as conceptual layer, strategic layer, contextual conditions, requirements
of sustainable regeneration, and expected consequences. Among the requirements for sustainable
regeneration of historic cores, creation of an integrated communication and management network in
historic cores in these areas can be mentioned, which can play a significant role in the dynamics and
attraction of different groups. One of the other requirements is attention to a pedestrian-orienting
approach and the provision of high-quality access that can maximize the access of people to the
historic cores of cities. Among the other requirements are economic conditions (macro and micro),
functional diversity, formation of local councils, combined knowledge (expert knowledge and local
knowledge), active social networks for informing, and cultural heritage. The consequences resulting
from sustainable regeneration, on this approach, include spatial cohesion in the historic core of the
city; environmental quality enhancement; attracting domestic and foreign tourists; increasing investor
attraction; enhancement of the quality of life of stakeholders; social empowerment of residents through
participatory processes; enhancing the competitiveness of the place; and preserving cultural heritage.
Thus, in this model, the key concepts of this approach rely on the internal assets of cores, interaction
between stakeholders and influential agents, attention to micro and macro contextual conditions, and a
strategic approach to sustainable regeneration of the historic cores of cities.

This study, while providing a comprehensive overview of perspectives on and experiences of urban
regeneration in historical urban cores, in physical, social, economic, and environmental dimensions,
seeks to use these perspectives and experiences in the process of regeneration and development of
historical urban cores in undeveloped or developing countries. Of course, future research in this
field will emerge with novel experiences of regeneration to further adapt to the cultural, climatic,
geographical, and economic contexts of each city, country, region, or continent, and examine the
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relevant facts, potentials, spatial assets, and cultural, economic, social, and geographical values.
The regeneration approach can be analyzed and examined in each of them, although presentation of
unique or identical experiences that may not have any similarity or appropriateness in economic, social,
cultural, and geographical contexts in other cities and regions should be avoided. In other words,
in future research, while comprehensively reviewing the experiences of regeneration and examining
their effects and consequences in different countries, it is possible to present models of indigenous,
local, and geographical development and regeneration in historical urban cores in different parts of
the world. As Roberts also believes, any urban revitalization model should be consistent with overall
contextual and spatial conditions [9].
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